A SINISTER, SECRET ORGANIZATION IN AUSTRALIA.

Despatch has been alarmed to discover that an organization that we have never heard of before has been infiltrating and sweeping through almost all of Great Britain, and many other countries. Unless you are a leader of some sort you will probably never have heard of it either, it is so secretive, a fifth column, tyrannical force. It goes under the name COMMON PURPOSE INTERNATIONAL. It is here undercover in Australia and gaining power rapidly. We need urgently to understand this infiltrating organization, for these people are global agents who are serious about the overthrow of all national power of earth. This is WAR, war that has never been waged in such a way before. Australians will find it hard to grasp the tactics of the enemy we face.

Common Purpose has behind it the New World Order powerful organizations TAVISTOCK and COUNCIL ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS, both of these Illuminati groups are big players in the international take-over we face. Many other N.W.O. organizations support and network with Common
Purpose International. The main “purpose” of these VIRUS infiltrators is to train up leaders in every field within a country, then put or keep these Judas sheep in power to do the bidding of the Global elite.

The countries now being conquered by subversion through Common Purpose are:
Possibly more because of the rapidity of the organization’s influence. It is like a cancer spreading.

- France,
- Germany,
- Ghana,
- Hungary,
- India,
- Ireland,
- South Africa,
- Spain,
- Sweden,
- Switzerland,
- Turkey,
- United States of America
- Australia.

Possibly more because of the rapidity of the organization’s influence.

IT IS LIKE A CANCER SPREADING.

This is the stated goal of Common Purpose:
“Common Purpose aims to improve the way society works by expanding the vision, decision making ability and influence of all kinds of leaders. The organisation runs a variety of educational programmes for leaders of all ages, backgrounds and sectors, in order to provide them with the inspiration, information and opportunities they need to change the world.”

IN BRITAIN.

The “beginning” of Common Purpose appears to be in the UK in 1988. Since 1989 more than 60,000 leaders have been involved with 20,000 leaders completing one or more programmes. These figures are calculated to November 2007. These leaders are called “graduates” and are at work in government, law enforcement, health, education, food production, and all other areas that affect our society. The European Super State has been designed to operate by being centrally controlled and managed right to the bottom level by sheep-like, brain-dead “leaders” who are not leaders at all but are programmed robots. The idea is to bring everything and everybody into “consensus”, or the
One World Mind.

The official founder and Chief Executive of Common Purpose is Julia Middleton. She was also the Head of Personnel Selection in the office of John Prescott, the Deputy Prime Minister to Tony Blair. Prescott was the man with responsibility for creating "regional assem- blies" throughout the United Kingdom. This was a part of the plan to abolish nations in Europe, to create powerless and submissive "regions" to come under the despotic control of the European Union.

Common Purpose has as its aim to CENTRALISE EVERYTHING in a country, under the dictates of the Global Government. There is no real disclosure of what is being accomplished by Common Purpose on their Website, they use language that is general and reveals nothing, all high-handed and cleverly vague. The words "common" "community" "communal" are of course about Communism. Neo-Communism.

It is interesting to compare another devilish offspring of the Tavistock Institute and the Council on Foreign Relations, PURPOSE-DRIVEN LIFE, or PURPOSE DRIVEN CHURCH. Rick Warren is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, he is on the Round Table. The word "purpose" appears in that organization as well, and Warren's indoctrination programmes for the churches deal heavily with "community" or "communities." Churches often incorporate the word "community" into their titles under the Warren teaching.

Common Purpose and Purpose Driven Life have "common" parents - the Tavistock Institute and the Council on Foreign Relations. See next page re more info.

Another Example of CHRISTIAN SO CALLED PURPOSE...

LIVING EVERY DAY WITH PURPOSE FINDING PURPOSE AT WORK IS ONE OF THE GREATEST CHALLENGES IN THE GLOBALISED WORLD TODAY. A new course based on the book "God At Work" by Ken Costa, Deputy Chairman of Lazard.

Ken Costa was born in South Africa and studied philosophy and law at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, where he became President of the Students’ Union and was active in the student protest movements against apartheid. He went on to study law and theology at the University of Cambridge.

Following university, he went to work for an investment
bank in the City of London, where he has worked for over 30 years. After serving as Vice-Chairman of UBS Investment Bank, a global financial institution, where he advised international corporations, Mr Costa was named as the Chairman of Lazard International and a Deputy Chairman of Lazard, joining the bank in October 2007.

Ken Costa is the Chairman of Alpha International, which promotes the Alpha course - an introduction to the Christian faith attended by over 2 million people in the UK and 10 million worldwide - and Church Warden of Holy Trinity Brompton. He is Chairman of the Tick Tock Club appeal on behalf of Great Ormond Street Hospital; a member of the Advisory Council of the London Symphony Orchestra; and a Trustee of the UK arm of the Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund.

WHAT ARE THE TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE & THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS?

These are sinister, evil groups, sorry to be intense about this, but it is the truth. These are a part of the huge global unity which the international elite operates, secret societies in network with

- the Royal Institute for International Affairs (RIIA),
- the Bilderberg Group,
- the Trilateral Commission,
- the Committee of Three Hundred,

They are intent on gaining absolute global government control, they are

- anti-Christian,
- Luciferian,
- the Club of Rome,
- high-level Freemasonry
- and many more.

These groups are propaganda machines aiming to separate the people from their national governments, they have been responsible for the killing of millions in wars and insurrections. The CIA was a creation of Tavistock.

COMMON PURPOSE SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
Common Purpose is making big inroads into South Australia.

What is this all about?
The training of leaders in every circle of society and government in the propaganda of the One World of the Multi-nationals and giant banks of the Globalists. This will mean that those in power here, or in any country, will be already conquered and the regionalization of the global elite can proceed without too much opposition. Divide and conquer before the big crisis time arrives.
Why would leaders just walk right into this trap?

People want to succeed, they are ambitious for power and to be with the "In Crowd", they are not au fait with the hidden agenda. Common Purpose, like many of these undercover agencies, speaks in generalizations, they actually say nothing in describing what they do. Political speech writers have known the art of saying nothing to hide the real agenda since the year dot. In his book *The Age of Manipulation*, Wilson Bryan Key writes about his own experience of writing a speech for U.S. President Dwight Eisenhower:

"For thirty-six sleepless hours, three writers turned out draft after draft, reviewed by a White House deputy press secretary who offered terse comments like, ‘Much too specific!’ ‘Ease up on factual references!’ and ‘Take it back and fuzz it up!’ ‘Fuzz it up,’ we discovered eventually, meant avoid all clear, factual statements about anything more specific than the time of day..."

We have all heard of Double-Speak, we understand that words can be used that say one thing but mean another, a deliberate deception. But Fuzzy-Speak is another matter. Common Purpose uses Fuzzy-Speak to their great advantage.

The Common Purpose occupation in this country is rather like warfare by submarine. You cannot see anything when you look at the sea, all looks calm and peaceful, but just under the waves the enemy is there alright ready to launch weapons at your cities and towns. Make no mistake, these globalists are deadly serious about the conquest of the world and all that is in it. They are killers.

**REGIONALIZATION is happening here in Australia.**

We have realised that the global government is breaking down the power of nationals by bringing about large Regions, thus smashing national pride and unity and making it easier to control and subdue the peoples of the world. That this is not the end of regions is obvious, there are smaller regions being developed within the main regional structures. The regionalization of local councils here in Queensland is an example. You will note that in the following information about Com-
mon Purpose there is weighty significance given to the word “region.” The whole of Australia is to be conquered by Common Purpose, not just South Australia, but Despatch has uncovered mainly the work being done in that state. Use this info as a template for the rest of our country.

Despatch can offer the reader a DVD from Britain exposing COMMON PURPOSE and outlining the dastardly agenda. IT IS A MUST VIEW for those who value their freedom and safety in this country. Write for it, cost $5 posted within Aust.

Or it can be viewed in a number of parts from Youtube for those who have access to the Internet.

**LEADERS INVOLVED.**

Leaders may or may not know what Common Purpose is actually all about. The apathetic and ignorant can be caught up without being traitors or agents for global change. The deceptions are so attractive, so seductive. Rather like the churches that have embraced Purpose Driven Life, many souls immersed in these global movements are merely sheep following the wolf by mistake.

**HERE IS A LIST OF SOME OF THE AREAS OF INFILTRATION BY COMMON PURPOSE IN AUSTRALIA.**

Straight from the Website, note the enormity of the inroads of this stealthy agency:
REGIONAL COORDINATION NETWORKS (RCNs)
In December 2007, the Senior Management Council agreed to strengthen Regional Facilitation Groups. A new framework of Regional
Co-ordination Networks (RCNs) was launched to build regional capacity and regional coordination with Local, State and Commonwealth Government, and community stakeholders.

The RCN currently consists of networks consistent with the South Australian State Government regions covering Eyre, Yorke and Mid North, Limestone Coast, Far North, with two Regional Coordination Networks for the Riverland and Murraylands within the Murray and Mallee region.

**MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES SENIOR STATE GOVERNMENT OFFICERS AND NON-STATE GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS.**

Representative Chairs of each RCN are:

- Peter Short (Far North)
- Andy McPharlin (Limestone Coast)
- Nino DiSisto (Mid North & Yorke)
- Bill Parker (Eyre)
- Rick Brandon (Murraylands)
- Merridie Martin (Riverland)

The RCNs meet quarterly and their efforts are directed towards:

- improved delivery of public services;
- optimising allocation and use of resources; and
- reducing duplication and overlap.

The RCN framework supports the implementation of South Australia’s Strategic Plan and provides advice to each of the Regional SASP Steering Committees on the State Government implementation of the Plan at a local level.

To ensure Senior Management Council is kept informed of emerging regional issues and recommended options, each RCN Chair reports to the Department of Trade and Economic Development (DTED), through the Office of Regional Affairs.

The Department prepares a periodical summary of RCN Chairs’ reports, highlighting emerging regional issues, activities, and recommended options for improving the provision of regional services.

**UPPER SPENCER GULF COMMON PURPOSE GROUP**

The Upper Spencer Gulf Common Purpose Group (USGCPG) is a collaborative venture established by the city councils of Port Pirie, Port Augusta and Whyalla and the associated Regional Development
Boards to improve the economic performance of the three Upper Spencer Gulf cities.

Members include the Mayors and Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) of Port Pirie Regional Council, City of Port Augusta and City of Whyalla, as well as the CEOs of the Regional Development Boards in each of the three cities and representatives from both the University of South Australia and TAFE SA Regional.

The aim of the CPG is to identify, develop and implement strategies that will achieve a sustained turnaround in the Upper Spencer Gulf economy by 2010. The CPG works with other economic development organisations within the Upper Spencer Gulf to implement strategies that will increase the competitiveness of the region. Direct outcomes, such as investment facilitation, are still the domain of the Regional Development Boards.

Regional Business Migration Officers

The Regional Business Migration Officers identify areas of skills shortage and help to boost the number of skilled migrants flowing into regional areas by promoting business opportunities. The officers work with regional business to identify skilled migrants to fill vacancies that may not be filled by the local labour market.

Regional Migration Officers can be contacted through the Regional Development Boards Food Officers. FoodSA works with regional stakeholders, to develop, promote and market the food industry in rural and regional SA. Presently, 5 metro and regionally based Food Industry Development Officer positions are recruited.

Food Officers will facilitate the economic development of identified high growth companies and sectors through the co-ordination of a range of programs and services. Their services will be linked with and based around the three core pillars of the South Australian Food Plan 2007-2010:

- Business Development
- Innovation and Product Development
- Austrade.

The Australian Trade Commission (Austrade) is the Federal Government agency that helps Australian companies win overseas business for their products and services. Specifically, Austrade assists companies select,
enter and develop international markets.

In Regional South Australia, Austrade services are delivered from the following locations:
• Mount Gambier and South East
• Upper Spencer Gulf
• West Coast
• Inner Regions (Kangaroo Island, Fleurieu, Yorke Peninsula and Mid North)

AUSTRADE also offers limited services in the following regional locations:
• Riverland
• Murraylands
• Yorke

SA’S ECONOMY
• Industry Profiles
• Advanced Manufacturing
• Aerospace and Aviation
• Agribusiness
• Automotive
• Bioscience
• Defence
• Education
• ICT and Electronics

OVERSEAS CONTACTS
• United Kingdom
• China
• Hong Kong
• Singapore
• UAE
• India

• Minerals and Energy
• Professional Services
• Tourism
• Water
• Wine
• Major Projects Directory
• Government Support
• Case studies

BUSINESS NETWORKS
• ISSUES FOR BUSINESSES
• RED TAPE REDUCTION
• BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT

PARTNERSHIPS
The Department of Trade and Economic Development (DTED) works closely with government, business and community stakeholders to achieve SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT in REGIONAL South Australia. Key partner organisations include:
• Regional Coordination Networks
• Upper Spencer Gulf Common Purpose Group (USGCPG)
• Regional Business Migration Officers
• Food Officers
• Austrade
• Regional Development Boards
• South Australia Works in the Regions

FOR INFORMATION ON RCNS CONTACT:
RCN Communication Coordination
GPO Box 1264
ADELAIDE SA 5001

"AFTERMATH NEWS", H. Hoffman comments:
COMMON PURPOSE INTERNATIONAL. SECRET SOCIETY GOES GLOBAL.

The benefits of Common Purpose training are the following, the sales-pitch tells us: Participants gain new competencies and become more effective in a diverse and complex world. Organizations benefit from stronger, more inspired, better-networked managers and senior managers who are closer to the community. Communities benefit from cross-sector understanding and initiatives as different parts of the community learn to operate more effectively.

Maybe it’s just me, but I keep seeing a picture of George Orwell. He is shaking his head and smiling.

DESPATCH COMMENT:
The shock of the enormity of what is happening in the world, total take-over, should give us all reason to ponder. If the Brigalow Corporation take-over is understood and we want to DO SOMETHING, realise that not only is there Brigalow to grapple with but COMMON PURPOSE INTERNATIONAL as well, and stock piles of other initiatives of the global masters working alongside. It is mammoth. The answer NOW is only GOD, Who owns this earth and the Heavens as well.
COMMON PURPOSE
UK. (CP)
A Hidden Menace
in our government and schools

Common Purpose is the glue than enables fraud to be committed across government departments to reward pro European politicians. Corrupt deals are enabled that put property or cash into their pockets by embezzling public assets.

www.ukcolumn.org/home/2008/02/01/common-purpose-a-criminal-organisation/

Common Purpose, a criminal organisation that abuses government posts for gain.
Although it has 80,000 trainees in 36 cities, 30,000 graduate members and enormous power, Common Purpose (CP) is largely unknown to the general public.

It recruits and trains its leaders to work “beyond authority,” to abuse their posts and serve Common Purpose, instead of their own departments, which they then undermine. Its members control the NHS, where it wastes £60 billion, much of it going into private pockets; and controls most of Britain’s 8,500 quangos which spend £167 billion annually, according to the Cabinet Office. Most of that is waste.

Business rates and tax go up, services go down, the difference is spent on yet more CP quangos. CP is identifying leaders in all levels of our government to assume power when our nation is replaced by the European Union, in what they call “the post democratic era.” They are learning to rule without democracy, and will bring the EU police state home to every one of us.

Common Purpose is a criminal organisation that enables fraud
to be committed across these government departments to reward pro-European local politicians. Corrupt deals are enabled that put property or cash into their pockets by embezzling public assets.

It has members in the NHS, BBC, the police, the legal profession, the church, many of Britain’s 8,500 quangos, local councils, schools, social services, the Civil Service, government ministries, Parliament, and it controls many RDA’s (Regional Development Agencies).

Cressida Dick is the Common Purpose senior police officer who authorised the “Shoot to kill” policy without reference to Parliament, the law or the British Constitution. Jean de Menezes was one of the innocents who died as a result. Her shoot to kill policy still stands today.

Common Purpose trained Janet Paraskeva, the Law Society’s former Chief Executive Officer.

Surprising numbers of lawyers are CP members. It is no coincidence that justice is more expensive, more flawed and more corrupt. Lawyers in secret family courts routinely commit perjury to pervert the course of justice, knowing CP judges will protect them; a fair trial is now rare. When a challenge was made to the signing of the five EU treaties, which illegally abolish Britain’s sovereignty, it was no surprise the courts refused to uphold the law.

Common Purpose was backed by John Prescott’s Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM), and its Chief Executive is Julia Middleton. The Head of the Civil Service Commission is a member. It is close to controlling Plymouth City Council, where is has subverted the democratic process. Local people cannot get CP’s corrupt activities published, because the editors of local papers are in CP, and refuse to let journalists publish the articles.

The power of councillors is being usurped nationally by council executives, as CP substitutes “expert officers” and swamps councillors with paperwork and directives. The ODPM’s councillor monitoring officers can remove councillors who don’t comply, or try to stand up for democracy.

CP was formed in 1970 by Ted Heath’s Conservative Party as part of joining the European Union Dictatorship. In the 1990’s, with its members’ cross departmental influence, it was involved with what then became the disastrous New Millennium Dome Company and the squandering of £800 million; it appears £300m of this was di-
verted into the web of quangos set up by CP. There is a fraud case over this, stalled in the courts thanks to CP's influence in the legal profession.

Over £100 million of our money has been spent on CP courses alone, and it's been hidden from the public. No published accounts, and members names are a guarded secret. It charges substantial figures for its courses. Matrix for example costs £3,950 plus VAT, and courses for the high flying 'leader' can be as much as £9,950 plus VAT. This money is ours, paid by government departments financing senior staff to become agents for CP, instead of loyal to their own jobs.

Common Purpose International (Ltd by guarantee No. 2832875) is registered as an educational charity, No 1023384. Given it targets the powerful with expensive fees, its charity status stinks and should be revoked.

COMMON PURPOSE - training our future EU rulers -

Potential Common Purpose subjects are selected for training. Are they susceptible to being converted; are they in the right job, with the right colleagues and friends? Do they have power, influence and the control of money? The local Common Purpose Advisory Board then decides if they can do the course.

While on the courses candidates are assessed; are they corruptable; will they abuse their positions, commit fraud and lie for Common Purpose? If so they are selected for the inner sanctum; but half are not, and can honestly say they've seen nothing wrong.

Trained leaders are encouraged to act as a network, enable other members' plans, and have meetings under the so called Chatham House rules. This effectively means their statements are not attributable to them, nor can attendees reveal information heard at a Common Purpose meeting.

Council Officers are having secret meetings with, for example, property developer Common Purpose friends. No agendas and no minutes. Common Purpose Graduates from the public quango sectors such as the Regional Development Agencies attend, and award large sums of public money to these projects.

It is the worst national example of cronyism, closed contract bids, fraud and corruption. And unseen to the general public.
Common Purpose undermines traditionally effective and efficient government departments with an overwhelming influx of new language, political correctness and management initiatives. The talk is of change, empowering communities, vision, worklessness, mainstreaming (sucking EU money into a project to sustain it), community empowerment, working partnership, regeneration and celebrating diversity etc etc. Documents appear about change, and reorganisation.

As CP “leaders” become more senior they employ countless managers and bureaucrats. In time confusion rules, and things don’t seem to work properly. Management decisions are made that seem stupidly destructive. The organisation’s performance becomes sluggish. Undermining the NHS is Common Purpose’s biggest success so far, with bureaucrats outnumbering hospital staff three to one. David Cameron, who is an EU plant, uses the language and techniques of Common Purpose against the Conservative Party. By changing, with nothing to change to, he is paralyzing the Conservative party.

Common Purpose specifically targets children from the age of 13, and more recently age 4, for sex or leadership and citizenship training. Yes, it is active in schools, and again the average parent has no idea.

People have contacted us to speak of their experiences with Common Purpose. A common theme is its all sweetness and light, until you fail to follow the direction set by the CP leadership. Then interesting things happen. Ladies in particular have been bullied at work, some have lost their jobs, some have become paranoid and depressed at the pressure from people ganging up on them.

A typical story is a husband describing the decline in his wife from the time she becomes a Common Purpose graduate. Loss of sparkle, enthusiasm, anxious and ‘changed’, and she initiated a divorce.

Other Common Purpose people lie when they are challenged as to their involvement.

Common Purpose candidates are given a two day residential course in which they are ‘trained’ in a closed residential environment, such as a small hotel. They are encouraged to reveal personal information about themselves, such as their likes, dislikes, ambitions and dreams. Discussions are then controlled by the course leaders. Some participants have likened this to Delphi technique, NLP, or the ap-
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Endtime Ministries

Director ... W. B. Howard
Publ. Dept. ... W. K. Beuster

Statement of Purpose

Endtime Ministries is committed to:
• Presenting the TRUTH...
• A clear Trumpet call...
• Affirming that the "WORD OF GOD", none other than the King James Version, the Holy Bible, is the Truth in its entirety.
• Seeking to uncover those things which the Hidden forces of evil desire to keep from the people of the world.
• Seeking to present the Truth in an objective, correct and God fearing manner.
• Making available to others information on the insidious infiltration of the NEW AGE NEW WORLD ORDER
• Seeking to encouraging the followers of Christ to fight against the forces of evil in prayer, and to warn the ungodly while there is still time.
• Seeking to reinforce biblical belief in these latter days, before Jesus Christ returns.
• "...and the servant of the Lord must not strive, but be gentle unto all men ... in meekness instructing those who oppose them." (II Timothy 2:23,25)

DISCLAIMER...
Despatch quotes from many sources, and cites many people. It is impossible to delve into every group, person, doctrine or association which the writers of these quotes may embrace.
Therefore, the staff of Despatch may not necessarily agree with everything these writers stand for. .....Editor

Cont’d from p.15
Application of group psychology such as Cognitive Dissonance or brainwashing.
If you suspect Common Purpose is active in your organisation, or see a pattern of incredibly bad decisions, money being wasted, notice bullying, fraud, or threats, note the names of those involved (we’ve tracked down over a thousand) and please contact us. And publish the truth about Common Purpose as widely as you can.

Brian Gerrish 07841 464187, David Noakes 07974 437097; http://eutruth.org.uk for action.

http://groups.google.com/group/uk.local.channel-isles/browse_thread/thread/4db7c3baa0a6d6b66
FACT.....

FREEMASONRY & COMMON PURPOSE ARE A CRIMINAL NETWORK - ORGANISATION
secondfamily-uk.com
We are being fleeced 24/7. There is only ONE problem and that is Freemasonry and Common Purpose (same legal gang) This email has been posted to every MP and Newspaper (large and small) in the UK, today 16th Jan 2008

Editor